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Abstract 

This paper proposes a DTSA(Detection Technique against a Sybil Attack) protocol so that 

it can provide vehicles with the secure information for the road situation and the traffic flow 

among vehicles and by detecting a Sybil attack. This DTSA uses SKC(Session Key based 

Certificate) to verify the IDs  among vehicles, which generates a vehicle’s anonymous ID, a 

session key, the expiration date and  a local server’s certificate for the detection of a Sybil 

attack. In conclusion, this DTSA reduces not only the detection time against a Sybil attack but 

also the verification time for ID by using a hash function and an XOR operation. Besides, a 

drivers’ privacy can be protected by using an anonymous ID. This DTSA helps drivers drive 

safely with the reliable information of VANET and reduce traffic accidents. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent advances in wireless networks have led to the introduction of a new type of 

networks called VANET (Vehicular Ad hoc Networks). There are many envisioned 

applications for VANET: vehicle safety enhancement, traffic congestion notification and 

emergency notification [1, 2, 3]. 

Sybil attack was first introduced by Douceur in the context of peer-to-peer networks [4]. It 

allows a malicious sender to create multiple fake identities (called Sybil nodes) to 

impersonate as normal nodes. Most VANET based applications, such as cooperative forward 

collision warning, pre-crash sensing and warning, local hazard notification, need the 

cooperation of vehicles. Sybil attack is particularly harmful due to violate the fundamental 

assumptions of the VANET research [5, 6]. 

This paper uses SKC (Session Key based Certificate) as the method for validating IDs 

communicating between vehicles to detect a Sybil attack. Therefore, this paper provides more 

safe transportation by safely exchanging the messages for the road situation and the traffic 

flow between vehicles for VANET by detecting a Sybil attack. 
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2. Related Works 
 
2.1. VANET 

There are two types of nodes in VANET; mobile nodes as OBUs (On Board Units) and 

static nodes as RSUs (Road Side Units). An OBU resembles the mobile network module and 

a central processing unit for on-board sensors and warning devices. The RSUs can be 

mounted in centralized locations such as intersections, parking lots or gas stations. They can 

play a significant role in many applications such as a gate to the Internet [6].  

 

VANET Server

RSURSU

V2I 

Communication

V2V

Communication  

Figure 1. The inter-vehicle communication and the components involved 

 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical VANET. A vehicle is enabled with an on-board 

communication unit for V2V (Vehicle to Vehicle) and V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) 

communications, and sensors (for example, GPS) and database units to collect environmental 

information (for example, vehicle location, vehicle speed, tire pressure). The communication 

unit of the access points are called RSU, which are connected to a VANET server by a wired 

network. The VANET server records all the data forwarded by the RSUs, and processes the 

data together with information from other data sources, for example, vehicle manufacturers, 

police, traffic management centers, and weather information centers [7, 8]. 

Vehicles move on roads, sharing collective environmental information between themselves 

with the servers via access points. As VANET’s V2I is the communication between vehicles 

and a trust authority, the security technique of the existing network must be used in it. But, 

VANET’s V2V is the communication between vehicles without a trust authority, some 

security problems can happen in it. If only one accidents happen, it leads to casualties. It is 

important for VANET to guarantee safe and reliable communication due to the nature of 

VANET. Therefore, VANET’s communication protocols have to satisfy the securities 

requirements such as the authentication, the integrity, the non-repudiation, and the conditional 

anonymity of messages [9]. 

As this paper generates the local certificate based on a session key for validating vehicles 

without violating vehicles’ privacy by using conditional anonymity, it provides reliable 

services with VANET. Therefore, drivers drive safely with VANET’s information and reduce 

traffic accidents.  
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2.2. Sybil attack 

VANET supports the services associated with drivers’ safety such as the information 

transmission between vehicles, the rear-end collision between vehicles, and the warning about 

dangerous situations in real time. In the Figure 2 [10, 11], the attacker who disguised itself as 

ID A sends wrongly the messages such as the information transmission between vehicles, the 

rear-end collision between vehicles, and the warning about dangerous situations. It throws 

other vehicles into confusion. That is, as the objective of a Sybil attack is to make other 

vehicles change the route on the road or leave the road for the attacker, a Sybil attack can be a 

serious threat because it causes great damage to a VANET's function. 

 

Sybil Node

Sybil Node

“Traffic Zam”

“Accident”

A

A

 

Figure 2. Sybil Attack 
 

The DTSA in this paper is designed to use the local certificate based on a session key as 

the method for validating the IDs between vehicles to detect a Sybil attack. It also provides 

driver’s safety by safely transmitting the reliable messages such as the information 

transmission between vehicles, the rear-end collision between vehicles, and the warning about 

dangerous situations.  

 

3. DTSA Design 

As this proposed DTSA assumes that all vehicles have a hash function, ECC algorithm, 

AES algorithm, a master key, and an unique ID. It is designed so that a Sybil attack can be 

detected by validating drivers’ ID which exchanges messages among vehicles by using SKC. 

The total flowchart of DTSA is shown in Figure 3, and the DTSA’s step-by-step process is as 

follows [12].  

First, vehicles’ unique ID and master key are registered in a VANET server. 

Second, vehicle A generates anonymous ID and sends it to a local VANET server which 

vehicle A belongs to.  

Third, a local VANET server validates the anonymous ID of vehicle A in a VANET 

server.  

Forth, vehicle A and a local VANET server generates a session key each. And they 

generates Vehicle A’s local certificate with the session key.  

Fifth, vehicle A sends the local certificate based on a session key, Road number, message 

and the message’s hash value to vehicle B. 
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Sixth, vehicle B validates vehicle A’s ID by requesting vehicle A’s local certificate based 

on a session key to a local VANET server. If the authentication of vehicle A’s local certificate 

based on session key is not correct, it is taken into account that a certain vehicle attacked 

vehicle B after stealing vehicle A’s ID and it is called a Sybil attack. If vehicle B detects the 

Sybil attack, it sends the result to the local VANET server. 

Seventh, if vehicle A’s ID is validated, vehicle B which received vehicle A’s message 

makes the hash value with the message. The message’s integrity is validated by comparing 

vehicle B’s hash value to the hash value which vehicle A sent.  

Eighth, vehicle B validates the road number which vehicle A sent. And vehicle B checks 

whether vehicle A is on the same location as vehicle B. If the roads are overlapped on a 

boundary line, the road number must be selected in the light of vehicles’ direction.  

 

HASH ECC AES

IDA

[Vehicle  A] 3rd SKC Verification

Local VANET 

Server

CIDA

RSU

Street Number

(SNO)

Master Key : MKA

[Vehicle B]

Check the position of A

Verify the certificate of A

CRL

Generate SKC(Session Key 

based Certificate)

2nd Check message integrity

HMB=HASH(Message||CIDA)

HMA = HMB

Message Integrity 

Yes

No

ErrorHMA,Message

LCertA, SNO

VANET Server

ID List

Confirm(CIDA)

Register(MKA, IDA )

SKA

LCertA

HMA=HASH(Message||CIDA)

Confirm

(LCertA )

1st Generation of SKC

LCertA, SNO

 

Figure 3. The total flowchart of DTSA 

 

3.1. Generation of SKC  

The DTSA generates SKC by using each vehicle’s unique ID, a master key, a certificate’s 

expiration date T, a private key, a public key and a local VANET’s certificate. The generation 

flowchart is shown in Figure 4, the generation procedure is as follows.  

First, vehicle A concatenates a master key, MKA with IDA, hashes the concatenated result, 

and generates CID(Commitment ID) which made vehicle A’s ID anonymous. And vehicle A 

sends the CIDA to a local VANET server. 

CIDA = HASH(MKA || IDA) 
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Local VANET 

Server CRL

CIDA=HASH(MKA ||  IDA)
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CIDA

Confirm
(CIDA )
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FALSE:
Alert Message(You are denied access) 
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A

 

Figure 4. The generation flowchart of SKC 

 

Second, local VANET requests the validation for vehicle A’s CIDA to a VANET server. If 

vehicle A’s CID is in VANET, go to the next step. Otherwise, “access denial” message is 

transmitted to vehicle A, and the generation job of SKC is closed by force.   

Third, vehicle A generates a public key(PKeyA) about vehicle A’s private key(SKeyA) with 

an ECC algorithm and sends it to a local VANET server. 

PKeyA=SKeyA×P mod n 

Fourth, a local VANET server generates a public key(PKeyLVANET) about a private 

key(SKeyLVANET). 

PKeyLVANET = SKeyLVANET ×P mod n  

Fifth, a local VANET server XORs a vehicle A’s public key (PKeyA) and a local VANET 

server’s public key(PKeyLVANET) and generates a session key. And it hashes a certificate’s 

expiration date T, a local VANET server’s certificate (LCertVANET), vehicle A’s CID(CIDA), 

and a session key(SK) by hash function. A local VANET server multiplies the hash value by 

the session key, and generates vehicle A’s SKC by adding the multiplied result value to a 

local VANET server’s certificate. And (CIDA, LCertA, T) is stored in CRL DB of a local 

VANET server. 

SKLVANET = PKeyLVANET  XOR  PKeyA mod n 

HVLVANET = HASH(CIDA || LCertVANET || T || SKLVANET ) 

LCertA = HVLVANET × SKLVANET + LCertVANET mod n 

Sixth, a local VANET server transmits (PKeyLVANET, T, LCertVANET) to vehicle A.  

Seventh, vehicle A generates a session key with a local VANET server’s public key which 

a local VANET server received. 

SKA = PKeyA  XOR  PKeyLVANET mod n  

Eighth, vehicle A hashes the session key value of the sixth step and the T and LCertVANET 

which are received from a local VANET server by hash function. 

HVA = HASH(CIDA || LCertVANET || T || SKA) 
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Ninth, vehicle A generates SKC. Vehicle A’s SKC has the same value as the certificate in 

the fifth step. 

LCertA = HVA × SKA + LCertVANET mod n 

 

3.2. Design of message integrity  

As local VANET supports the services associated with drivers’ safety, Vehicle B validates 

in DTSA whether the message which was received from vehicle A is safe or not.  This paper 

is designed so that the message and it’s hash value may be sent at the same time by using 

hash function stored in vehicle. The verification procedure of message integrity is as follows. 

First, Vehicle A concatenates the message which will be transmitted to vehicle B and 

vehicle A’s commitment ID(CIDA). Vehicle A hashes the concatenated result by hash 

function. 

HMA = HASH(Message || CIDA)  

Second, vehicle A transmits the commitment ID, the hash value of the first step, and 

message (CIDA, HMA, message) to vehicle B.  

Third, vehicle B concatenates the message transmitted from vehicle A and vehicle A’ 

commitment ID. Vehicle A hashes the concatenated result by hash function. 

HMB = HASH(message || CIDA) 

Fourth, vehicle B compares the HMA transmitted from the second step with the hash value 

of the third step, HMB and checks whether they match. If HMA≠HMA, Vehicle B ignores it 

by judging that the message was forged. 

 

3.3. Verification procedure of SKC 

Figure 5 shows the verification procedure of the local certificate based on a session key. 

The verification procedure of SKC is as follows.  

First, vehicle A sends vehicle A’s commitment ID and SKC before transmitting a message 

to vehicle B.  

Second, vehicle B generates the random number, nonce. Vehicle B sends the nonce and the 

CIDA transmitted from vehicle A to a local VANET server.  

Third, a local VANET server leaves CIDA to a VANET server. If the CIDA is not in 

VANET server, a warning message meaning an unregistered vehicle is broadcasted to all 

vehicles within the VANET system.  

Fourth, if vehicle A’s CIDA is validated, a local VANET server detects SKC of CIDA in the 

CRL table and confirms the expiration date. And the hash value (HNLVANET) which hashed the 

nonce received from vehicle B and the Vehicle A’s SKC, LCertA
LVANET

 are transmitted to 

vehicle B.  

Fifth, vehicle B checks whether the HNB which hashed the nonce matches the HNLVANET 

which is received from vehicle A match or not. If they don’t match, vehicle B decides it is not 

a local VANET server and prints an error message.  

Sixth, if the result of the fifth step is “TRUE”, SKC sent from vehicle A is compared to the 

local server sent from a local VANET server. If the two certificates don’t match, vehicle A is 

detected as a Sybil attack.  
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Figure 5. The verification process of SKC 

 

4. Analysis 
 

4.1. PDR and FPR Estimation 

The simulation used an Intel(R) Core™ Duo CPU 2.99GHz 1.96GB RAM, and 

implemented on a Windows XP Home Edition operating system. To evaluate the 

effectiveness of the proposed DTSA in this paper, the DTSA is simulated using NS-2 

simulator [13, 14]. The simulation parameter is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameter value for the DTSA 

Parameter Value 

Simulation time 250sec 

Number of normal node 45 

Number of Sybil node 5 

Transmission range 250m 

packet size 512B 

Packet sent by vehicles 1 per 5 second 

 

This paper uses 45 normal nodes and 5 Sybil nodes and simulates a PDR(Packet Delivery 

Ratio) and a FPR(False Positive Ratio) for 250 seconds. The PDR means that the number of 

the packets received by a destination node is divided by the number of the packets sent by a 

source node.  
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(a) PDR(Packet Delivery Ratio)                   (b) FPR(False Positive Ratio) 

Figure 6. The result of PDR and FPR estimation 
 

As the DTSA doesn’t transfer the nodes’ packets with multi IDs to neighbor’s nodes and 

deletes them, Figure 6(a) shows that it reduces the PDR regardless of the number of Sybil 

nodes increasing. The FPR means the ratio that the DTSA detects a normal node as a Sybil 

node. Figure 6(b) shows the experiment that the 10% of Sybil nodes was included in normal 

nodes. The result shows that the FPR is somewhat increased according to the increase of 

Sybil nodes. 

 

4.2. Computation of data traffic 

The DTSA exchanges the commitment ID, SKC, messages, the hash value between 

vehicles and between local VANET servers and validates vehicles’ certificates. If the 

communication data generated by ECDSA algorithm are compared to the communication 

data generated by SAP for the validation of vehicles’ certificates, ECDSA is 1,728bits and the 

DTSA is 1,152bits. And, the result of hash function is 160bit, that of ECC is 160bit, that of 

ECDSA’s signature (r, s) is 320bit, and that of random nonce is 64bit [15, 16]. That is, the 

communication data of the DTSA is smaller than that of ECDSA.  

 

ECDSA = 4ⅹ160(public key) + 2ⅹ320(signature) + 5ⅹ64(nonce) 

+ 2ⅹ64(Encode) = 1,728bits 

DTSA = 3ⅹ160(CIDA) + 160(LCertA) + 64(nonce) + 2ⅹ64(message) 

+ 160(hash) + 160(LCertALVANET) = 1,152bits 

 

Also, ECDSA is 4M [17] and the DTSA is 2M. The DTSA is shorter than ECDSA in 

signature generation time, where M means multiply operation and the only multiply operation 

except other operations is used for signature generation time. Therefore, the DTSA is more 

efficient than existing ECDSA in data traffic, signature size, and signature generation time. In 

addition, the DTSA protects a vehicles’ privacy by using anonymous ID, detects Sybil attack, 

and manages VANET efficiently.  
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Figure 7. Comparison between DTSA and ECDSA 
 

5. Conclusion 

The services of VANET environment supports a drivers’ safety such as the transmission of 

inter-vehicle information, the prevention of rear-end collision, and the warning about 

emergency and road condition through real time traffic information. This paper designs the 

DTSA that offers the conditional anonymity and the efficiency of VANET as follows.  

First, the proposed DTSA generates SKC to validate inter-vehicle IDs. 

Second, as the inter-vehicle IDs of the DTSA is validated with SKC, the Sybil attack 

stealing IDs can easily be detected.  

Third, the DTSA protects a vehicles’ privacy by using commitment ID.  

Fourth, when a vehicle’ certificate is validated in the DTSA, the processing time for the 

validation of vehicle’s ID can be reduced with a simple hash function and XOR operation for 

the validation of vehicle’s ID.  

Fifth, as SKC of the DTSA is 160 bits long, the overhead of data communications can be 

reduced.  

Sixth, as the integrity of message is verified, drivers drive safely with the reliable 

information.  

Therefore, the reducing effect of traffic accidents can be expected. 
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